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Background
You oversee a group of agents in a super-secret spy agency running black ops all over the world and known only 

to a few government o�  cials.  As a director of V.I.P.E.R. Ops you vie with other directors for the best missions, 

gather resources such as operatives, agents, gadgets, deployment assets, and intelligence to execute missions.  But 

plan well, because the other agency directors are competing with you for the same resources and only the most 

cunning director will be named the new chief director!

Objective of the Game
" e objective of V.I.P.E.R. Ops is to score the most victory points and be named the new chief director.

V.I.P.E.R. Ops
Victory through Infi ltration, Political Espionage, and Reconnaissance Ops

Included in the Game
3 boards (2-sided for base and extended games)

7 player mats

1 setup card

1 player aid card

70 mission cards

26 power cards

12 secret agent cards

1 round marker

1 S.E.A.L. team marker

1 # rst player marker 

12 budget markers

30 operatives

30 gadgets

30 deployment assets

30 intel assets

15 action markers

30 1-pip chips

20 3-pip chips

4 sets of 10 color-matched dice (black, red, blue, yel-

low)

15 # eld agent meeples (orange)

15 special agent meeples (black)

12 secret agent meeples (5 yellow, 7 white)

1 rulebook (with scoresheet)
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Setup
1. Lay out boards for selected game: A and B for the base game. 

Prepare the mission track.

Prepare the power card track.

2. Each player selects a director and takes the associ-

ated player mat.

3. Randomly determine a ! rst player and give him 

the ! rst player marker.

4. For a 3-player game, remove from the mis-

sion-card deck all mission cards of one region 

that is not a specialty region for any player. For a 

2-player game remove two regions. 

5. Give each player a starting mission card.  For 

your ! rst games we recommend that you give 

each player the starter mission from their region 

(denoted by the magnifying class symbol on the 

mission card). For experienced players, you may 

allow the players to choose any mission from their 

specialty region.

Starter mission symbol.

A and B boards for base game.

2.

5.

6.

7.

1.

6. Shu"  e the remaining mission cards.  Place one on 

each space of the mission track.  Place the remain-

ing cards face-down on the mission card draw pile.

7. Shu"  e power cards and place them on the power 

card track. 

3.
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8. Shu�  e the secret agent cards and place them face-

down on the secret agent card draw pile.

9. Place the gadgets, deployment assets, operatives, 

and intel assets in easy reach on the le�  side of the 

game board. 

10. Place the � eld agent, special agent, and both types 

of secret agent tokens within easy reach on the 

right side of the game board (orange, black, yellow 

and white meeples).

11. Place a budget marker on the white space of the 

budget track for each player. 

12. Place the round marker on the � rst space of the 

round track. 

13. Give each player the following:

• 10 dice

• 1 operative

• 1 � eld agent

• 1 special agent

• 10 pip chips

14. � e second player will receive 1 extra pip chip, 

the third will receive 2, and the fourth player will 

receive 3 extra pip chips.

15. Place the supply of pip chips within reach of the 

players.  Red chips count as 3 pips and purple 

chips count as 1.

Secret agent cards next to 
power card track.

8.

9.

Gadgets, deployment, operatives and intel next to 
board

11. 12.
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Sequence of Play
The Round

� e current player may turn in 3 pip chips to roll a 

die.  She may do this as many times as she can pay.  

� e player may choose to pay with any combination 

of chips and dice to activate a station marked 

with the circle in a square icon. To use sta-

tions marked with dice, the director must pay the full 

cost with dice, though she may overpay on stations 

with the dice + icon. � e player’s turn ends 

when she uses one station or passes.  A play-

er may turn in a completed mission at any time during 

her turn. When a player completes a mission, draw 

one power card and place it on the highest spot on 

the power track, shi� ing cards down to make room. 

Discard cards that don’t � t at the low end.

If the player rolls a die and the result is a “1” or a “2”, 

then he may turn in that die for an unrevealed power 

card from power card supply deck or to increase his 

budget. He may do either action once per round.  

A player may only buy one mission per round from 

the mission track.  If a player uses a die (or dice) 

whose total pips exceed the requirement to purchase 

the mission, the player receives the di� erence in pip 

chips.  A player may intentionally pay more than is 

required to receive chips in return.

At the end of a player’s action, if she has any uncom-

pleted missions that have assets assigned to them but 

no agent, then all of the gadget, deployment, and intel 

assets are returned to the appropriate asset pool. � e 

player may retain unassigned operatives.

Play proceeds clockwise until all players pass to end 

the round.

End of the Round

Directors may save unused chips for the next round, 

but must return all active dice to their unused dice 

area.

Return all chips played on the stations to the gener-

al pool.  Return all dice to the appropriate director, 

based on color.

Add four mission cards to the mission track.  Move 

cards down to make room, if necessary. Discard any 

cards that have no room on the right.

Add two power cards to the power track.  Move cards 

down to make room, if necessary. Discard any cards 

that have no room on the right.

Pay each director the number of pip chips that equals 

their budget allocation.

Pass the � rst player marker to the le� .

Allow any players with beginning-of-turn special 

actions to use those actions before the next round 

begins.

� e game ends a� er � ve rounds. 
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The Stations
� ere are thirteen stations on the game board: Field 

O�  ce, Laboratory, Hangar, Cyber Box, V.I.P.E.R. 

Academy, Budget Increase, Power Card bonus, 

S.E.A.L. Team, Extra Mission, Extra Regional Mission, 

Power Track, and Mission Track.  

How to use pip-plus stations

� e following stations are pip-plus stations: Laborato-

ry, Hangar, Cyber Box, and Regions (extended game).

� e ! rst player to use one of these stations will pay ac-

cording to the cost marked in the ! rst box on the le" . 

For example, if a player wants to use the Laboratory, 

he may pay 3 pips for one gadget. Or, he may choose 

to pay 6 pips (3 for the ! rst and 1 each for additional 

gadgets) and receive 4 gadgets. � e next player to use 

the Laboratory (may be the same player) may pay 4 

pips for a single gadget or 4-plus for additional gad-

gets: 5 for 2, 6 for 3, and so on.

The Laboratory (a pip-plus station) is used to 

acquire gadgets at a rate of 

one gadget for 3 pips (on 

chips or dice) and then one 

more gadget for each additional pip paid by the ! rst 

player to use the station each round.  Successive play-

ers using the station each round pay one more than 

the previous player for the ! rst gadget. Gadgets must 

be assigned to an active mission.

The Hangar (a pip-plus station) is used to ac-

quire deployment assets at 

a rate of one asset for 4 pips 

(on chips or dice) and then 

one more deployment asset for each additional pip 

paid by the ! rst player to use the station each round.  

Successive players using the station each round pay 

one more than the previous player for the ! rst deploy-

ment asset. Deployment assets must be assigned to an 

active mission.   

The Cyber Box (a pip-plus station) is used to 

gather intel at a rate of one 

asset for 6 pips (on chips or 

dice) plus one more intel 

asset for each additional pip paid by the ! rst player to 

use the station each round.  Successive players using 

the station each round pay one more than the previ-

ous player for the ! rst intel asset. In a 2-player game 

there is only space for one director to use the Cyber 

Box. An additional space is available for 3 or 4 players. 

Intel may be gathered for di# erent regions or the same 

region, and may be used on multiple missions, but 

must be assigned to an active mission. 

The Field Offi ce is used to acquire operatives for 

missions at a rate of one 

operative for 1 pip (on 

chips or dice) and then one 

more operative for each additional pip paid by the 

player. Any number of players may use (or re-use) this 

station in a single round.

The V.I.P.E.R. Academy can be used to train an 

operative into a ! eld agent, a ! eld agent into a special 

agent, or a special agent into a secret agent.  � e train-

ee must already be on the director’s operations team, 

but can be pulled o#  a mission.  Only one agent can be 

trained in each box on the station. If a secret agent is 

trained, draw from the secret agent cards to determine 

his or her special ability. Note that the third training 

slot is only available in a three-player game; the fourth 

only in a four-player game.

The Mission Track is where directors choose mis-

sions.  Each turn, four new mission cards are placed 

face up on the le"  side of the mission track.  Previous 

mission cards are moved to the right on the track and 

some may be forced o# .  Any mission cards that are 

forced o#  are placed in the discard pile. � e cost to 
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acquire a mission is shown below each mission card. 

Missions must be paid for with dice only, not with pip 

chips. Surplus points on a die or dice will be refunded 

to the director. A director may deliberately overpay 

(even using extra dice) to get pip chips in change. 

Cards in the discard pile may be reshu�  ed if the new 

mission deck is depleted.

The Power Track contains power cards.  Each turn, 

two new power cards are placed on the power track 

in the highest positions (cost 6 and cost 5).  Previous 

power cards are moved down on the track as needed 

to make room.  If there is not su!  cient room for all 

the cards, cards in the lowest cost positions will be 

discarded. When a director completes a mission, one 

new power card is added to the top of the power track.  

As above, cards may need to be moved down the track 

to make room.  If a player takes a power card, he may 

immediately return it to the power card discard pile to 

earn one pip chip.  If he does not do so before the next 

player’s action, he loses this option for that card. Cards 

in the discard pile may be reshu�  ed if the power card 

deck is depleted.

The S.E.A.L. Team may be recruited to help a di-

rector complete a mission.  When a player 

uses the station, she gets the S.E.A.L. team 

character.  " e S.E.A.L. team can ful# ll 

three resource wildcards for one mission. Once the 

team has completed a mission, the player must re-

turn the character to the S.E.A.L. team station on the 

board.  Once one player uses the station, it is blocked 

until the end of the round when the die is removed 

(unless the Clean Slate power card is used).  " e 

player who has taken the S.E.A.L. team character may 

hold onto it until she is ready to use it. However, if 

she keeps it between rounds, someone else can use 

the station (once there is no die blocking it) and take 

the S.E.A.L. team character away from her. Note: the 

S.E.A.L. team character may not run a mission.

The Extra Mission station is used to take one mis-

sion card from the top of the mission card 

draw pile. " e mission costs two pips, paid 

with dice. Directors may get change from 

their dice if they overpay.

The Extra Regional Mission station is used to take 

one mission card from the mission card 

draw pile. " e director declares which 

region he is looking for then draws until 

he # nds the # rst mission from that region. Any extra 

missions drawn are discarded. " e regional mission 

costs # ve pips, paid with dice. Directors may get 

change from their dice if they overpay.

The Raise Budget station allows the di-

rector to raise her budget by one. She must 

pay with a die that shows the exact value of 

one or two.

The Draw One Power Card station allows the 

director to draw one power card from the 

supply deck. He must pay with a die that 

shows the exact value of one or two.

Directors
1. Directors receive a bonus of 2 victory points for 

each mission completed in their specialty region. 

For example, Max Porter receives bonuses for 

Africa missions.

2. Directors receive bonuses for completing the types 

of missions they specialize in. For example, Max 

Porter receives 5 bonus victory points for sabotage 

missions, 7 points for assassination missions and 

10 points for stage coup missions. " ese specialty 

missions may be completed in any region.

3. When you acquire dice and roll them, they be-

come active for a single round of play. Active dice 

should be visible to all players before they are 

played. 

4. Separate unused dice from active dice.

e aw
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Power Cards
Power cards give directors a one-time ability, a way 

to earn victory points, or an ability that helps them 

through the rest of the game.  One-time-use power 

cards can be used immediately or at a later time before 

or a� er a player’s action.  Playing a power card does 

not count as an action. 

Victory Point Bonus Cards

Agent Runner – Gives the owner 1 victory point for 

each agent on their operations team at game end.

Mole Runner – Gives the owner 2 victory points for 

every Plant Mole mission completed or Plant a Field 

Agent or Plant a Special Agent power card held.

Region Specialist – Allows the player to receive 4 

points instead of 2 for each mission in the region.

Secret Agent Runner – Gives the owner two extra 

victory points for each secret agent on their operations 

team at the end of the game.

Capability Cards

Agent Trainer – Allows the owner to pay 2 fewer 

pips to activate the V.I.P.E.R. Academy and advance 

agents.

Chief Director’s Protégé – Allows a director to 

select up to two missions per round from the Mission 

track. Missions cost is paid with dice, as usual.

Intel Scrounger – Allows the owner to pay 2 fewer 

pips on all intel gathering.

Mover and Shaker – Allows a director to take 

change one time each round when she buys a power 

card. Place a Special Action Used chit on the card 

a� er using this action. Reset the chit to Special Action 

Ready at the end of each round.

One-Time-Use Cards

Discard a� er use.  All one-time-use cards may be used 

immediately or saved for a future round.

Dice Cards

Budget Reserve – Allows the user to roll two extra 

dice for use in the same turn.

Call in a Favor – Allows the user to take an unused 

die and activate it at the same value as an active die 

that he has not yet used.

Cancelled Mission – Allows the user to roll two 

extra dice for use in the same turn.

Under Budget – Allows the user to roll two extra 

dice for use in the same turn.

Resource Cards

Delta Force – Provides 3 wildcard resources for one 

mission. Up to three total gadgets, deployment assets, 

operatives or intel assets may be covered by the Delta 

Force, in any combination.  Works exactly like the 

S.E.A.L. team except that no one can take it away from 

the player.

Intel Payday – Covers two intel asset requirements 

on one mission.

Spectronic Gadget – Covers all gadget require-

ments on one mission.

Zenith Hovership – Covers all deployment require-

ments on one mission.

Agent Promotion Cards

Free Agent Upgrade – May be used like the 

V.I.P.E.R. Academy, but for no die or pip cost.

Top Job! – Any operative or agent may be upgraded 

a� er completing a mission (not the mission just com-

pleted, if taken as a mission reward).

Mission Cards

Special Mission – ! e player randomly draws three 

mission cards from the unused mission deck and 

chooses one to keep and discards the rest.

Reward Cards

Clean Slate – Remove any or all dice from the 

stations on the board and return them to the owner’s 

pools.  Card user decides which dice to remove.  

The Trickster – ! e director who takes this card may 

increase her budget up to 2 points.  
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Mission Cards

Mission cards contain all the information directors 

need to complete missions, as shown below.  A direc-

tor may stack resource asset chits on the card while 

assembling all requirements for the mission.

Before acquiring resources for this mission, a director 

must assign an agent to run it. � e mission shown 

here requires a � eld agent.  If a director assigns an ad-

vanced agent (a special agent – one level higher than 

a � eld agent, or a secret agent – two levels higher), 

1. � e region in which the mission takes place.

2. � e number of victory points a director will collect 

for completing this mission.

3. � e type of mission. Each director specializes in 

three types of missions. He will get extra victory 

points for completing missions of this type. He may 

also complete missions of other types.

4. � e reward the director will collect when she com-

pletes this mission.

5. Starter mission. A director may select this mission 

as his starter mission at the beginning of the game.

6. � e type of agent required to run this mission. 

7. � e number of intel assets required to complete this 

mission. 

8. � e number of operatives required to complete this 

mission. 

9. � e number of deployment assets required to com-

plete this mission. 

10. Gadgets required to complete this mission.

that agent may cover resource requirements equal to 

the number of levels she is over-skilled for the assign-

ment. For example, if a director assigned a special 

agent to this mission, that special agent could cover 

the requirement for 1 operative.

Note that a mission that does not have an agent as-

signed is not considered active. Resource assets cannot 

be stored on an inactive mission. Operatives may be 

assigned or removed at any time, even if the mission is 

not active.
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Secret Agent Special Abilities
The Specialists

A specialist may only use one wild card for resources 

when completing missions, if over-allocated on the 

mission. 

The Handler specializes in working with operatives. 

! e director who employs the Handler gets one free 

operative asset at the beginning of each round.

The Tinkerer specializes in gadgets and deployment 

assets. ! e director who employs the Tinkerer may 

buy one gadget or one deployment asset for one pip at 

the beginning of each round.

The Sleuth specializes in acquiring intelligence. ! e 

director who employs the Sleuth may buy one in-

tel asset for one pip at the start of each round. If the 

director holds the Intel Scrounger card, the intel asset 

is free.

The Colonel specializes in budget manipulation. ! e 

director who employs the Colonel may change one die 

to any value once per round.

The Golden One specializes in mission completion. 

! e director who employs the Golden One gets dou-

ble the mission reward bonus (for Sabotage, buy two 

for one) once per round on a mission that he com-

pletes. When doubling the Extraction mission reward 

(taking mole as your agent), take a " eld agent from 

the general supply.

The Generalists

The Snakes are generalists, but they’re awfully good 

at their jobs. ! e director who employs any snake 

secret agent may use up to two wildcards for resources 

when completing missions, to the extent that the agent 

is over-allocated on the mission.

Missions

Agents may be assigned or reassigned to missions at 

any time during a player’s turn, as long as active mis-

sions (those with gadgets, deployment or intel assets 

in place) have an agent of su#  cient seniority assigned 

to them by the end of the turn.

Gadgets, deployment assets, and intel assets may not 

be moved between missions, but operatives can move 

between missions at any time.

On mission completion, a new power card is added 

to the power track. In addition, the agent who ran the 

completed mission must be placed in debrief (place 

agent " gure on top of the completed mission card) un-

til the  player’s next turn (within the current round). 

Note: the agent would come out of debrief even if the 

player passes on her next turn. ! is would mean the 

agent is available for start of round activities. 

In addition to victory points, each mission has the 

following rewards:

Assassination Missions – At the completion of the 

mission, one operative or agent can 

be promoted to the next level.  If an 

operative is promoted, then the new 

agent is retained a$ er the mission.

Computer Attack Missions – ! e player can 

select either one face-up power card 

from the power track or may take the 

top face-down card (without looking 

" rst) from the power card draw pile.

Extraction missions – In the base game, receive one 

" eld agent from the supply.  In the 

extended game, the extraction mis-

sion requires the director to extract 

a mole from the indicated region 

at mission completion.  When a mole is extracted, it 

becomes part of the director’s operations team. Place 

a " eld agent on the mole space for a region when an 

extraction mission is drawn on the mission track.
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Frame Up Missions – � e player 

may roll one die immediately. � is 

die must be used in the current round 

and may not be retained for future 

rounds.

Plant Mole Missions – Gain 2 or 3 intel assets (as 

indicated on the card) on any one 

mission in the region where this 

mission was completed.  Plant Mole

cards allow the director to choose 

to either plant the agent assigned to this mission as 

a mole in the indicated region, or, if a mole already 

exists there, he may advance that mole to the next 

rank (! eld agent to special agent, or special agent to 

secret agent).  If there is already a secret agent mole in 

the region, then advancing that mole is not an option.  

When the director places the agent who ran the mis-

sion as a mole, he is paid 3, 4, or 5 pip chips for a ! eld, 

special, or secret agent, respectively, as compensation 

for losing the direct services of the agent.

Sabotage Missions – � e player may buy as many 

gadgets and/or deployment assets 

as she can use on her active mission 

cards for one pip each (using dice or 

chips or a combination). An agent of 

the appropriate seniority must be available to receive 

the assets for each mission. 

Stage Coup Missions – � e 

player’s budget is increased by two, if 

possible.

Steal Tech Missions – � e player may select one 

same-region mission, from the avail-

able mission cards or from the new 

mission deck. If he chooses to draw 

from the new mission deck, he must 

take the ! rst mission he ! nds from the correct region.

Surveillance Missions – � e play-

er may rearrange the cards on either 

the power track or the mission track.

End-of-Game Scoring

A" er all directors have passed at the end of turn 5 or 

8, add up victory points as follows:

1. Victory points from completed missions

2. Regional specialization bonuses (for completed 

missions)

3. Mission specialization bonuses (for completed 

missions)

4. Budget points (points equal to their current bud-

get level)

5. Agent points (1 point per ! eld agent, 2 points per 

special agent and 3 points per secret agent)

6. Bonus victory point cards – Agent Runner, Secret 

Agent Runner, Mole Runner (completed only)

Highest total wins.

In case of a tie, use the following tie breakers, in this 

order:

1. Most agent points (scoring number 5)

2. Most secret agents

3. Most completed missions

4. Most uncompleted missions on the player’s board

5. Flip a coin  
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Extended Game

� e extended game is the same as the regular game 

except in these areas:  

1. Lay out boards for selected game: C, D, and E for 

extended game (see below).

2. � e game is eight rounds. Use the 8-slot round 

counter.

3. Players start with a budget of eight. Start on the 

white slot of the budget track for your director 

character.

4. Use the world-map regions section of the extend-

ed-play boards to add moles to the game.  Moles 

can gather assets for missions. � ey can be placed 

in a region that is strategically useful to a director. 

� ey can be promoted to reduce asset gathering 

costs. And they can be extracted to act as agents 

who can run missions for the director who brings 

them in from the cold.

5. � e cost to use a mole to acquire assets is shown 

on the board: 5+ for a � eld-agent mole, 4+ for a 

special agent, and 3+ for a secret agent. Each mole 

may provide up to � ve total assets of the available 

types (intel, gadget or deployment) for a single 

mission in the region they are in.

6. Reset moles to the le�  at the end of a round of 

play.

7. If a director has the Intel Scrounger card and 

chooses to acquire at least one intel asset with the 

mole, he may do so at a 2-pip discount. 

8. When resetting the mission track, when an Ex-

traction mission is drawn, add one � eld-agent 

mole to the region shown on the card.

9. � e game ends a� er eight rounds.

Power Cards for the extended game

Plant a Field Agent –A director places a � eld agent 

from the general supply as a mole in a region of her 

choice. She may also apply up to 2 intel assets to a sin-

gle active mission. � e director should retain this card 

for end-game scoring.

Plant a Special Agent – A director places a special 

agent from the general supply as a mole in a region of 

his choice. He may also apply up to 3 intel assets to a 

single active mission. � e director should retain this 

card for end-game scoring.

The Region stations are where moles are placed.  

Each mole on a region station can be used once per 

turn to obtain intel, gadget or deployments assets in 

the region they have in� ltrated.  A� er they are used, 

they move out of the Available box into the Deep 

Cover box.

1. 3. 2.4.
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V.I.P.E.R. Ops for Friends and Lovers

V.I.P.E.R. Ops may be played as a two-player cooper-

ative game. � is version is played with the base game 

con� guration. � e objective of the cooperative game 

is for the two players to work together to complete all 

ten of the missions from one region. Make the follow-

ing changes for the cooperative game:

Select one region in which you will complete all mis-

sions. Return all other mission cards to the box as they 

will not be needed for this game.

Victory points will not be used in the game and so the 

players can select any director’s mat they wish and it 

will have no e� ect on the game.

Remove the Agent Runner, Mole Runner, Region Spe-

cialist and Secret Agent Runner cards from the power 

card deck. You will not need them.

� e players do not start the game with any missions.

Set up the mission track with six of the ten missions 

from the selected region. � e others will enter the 

game as usual, but since there are only ten missions in 

the game the mission track will eventually empty out.

Play proceeds as usual for the base game. � e players 

lose if any missions remain incomplete at the end of 

the � � h round.

Circle in square: pay 
with dice or pip chips

Dice plus: pay in dice 
only. May overpay.

Change available: 
If you overpay with dice, 
take change in pip chips.

Dice exact cost: Pay 
with a die rolled as a 3. 

Dice exact cost: Pay 
with a die rolled as 
a 1 or a 2. 

Single use station: 
� is station may only be 
used once per round.

First Player: Marks a 
space available to � rst 
player to visit in a round.

Players in the game: 
Station available for this 
number of players

Mission track

Power card track

Gadgets

Operatives

Deployment

Intel

Player

Mission Points

Region Bonus

Mission Type Bonus

Agents (�eld = 1, 
special = 2, secret = 3)

Budget Points

Agent Runner

Secret Agent Runner

Mole Runner

Total

V.I.P.E.R. Ops Scoresheet


